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R loops: new modulators of genome
dynamics and function
José M. Santos-Pereira and Andrés Aguilera

Abstract | R loops are nucleic acid structures composed of an RNA–DNA hybrid and a
displaced single-stranded DNA. Recently, evidence has emerged that R loops occur more
often in the genome and have greater physiological relevance, including roles in
transcription and chromatin structure, than was previously predicted. Importantly, however,
R loops are also a major threat to genome stability. For this reason, several DNA and RNA
metabolism factors prevent R‑loop formation in cells. Dysfunction of these factors causes
R‑loop accumulation, which leads to replication stress, genome instability, chromatin
alterations or gene silencing, phenomena that are frequently associated with cancer and a
number of genetic diseases. We review the current knowledge of the mechanisms controlling
R loops and their putative relationship with disease.

G‑quartets
Planar structures formed by
four intra-strand Gs paired with
each other.

Genome instability
A cellular pathological
condition by which cells
undergo mutations,
recombination, chromosome
rearrangements or
chromosome loss at
frequencies substantially
higher than wild-type levels.
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Short RNA–DNA hybrids form during natural processes such as replication, in which they prime DNA
synthesis, or transcription at the active site of the RNA
polymerase during ribonucleotide triphosphate incorporation. They are more stable than double-stranded
DNA (dsDNA) and adopt a ‘heteromerous’ conformation that is intermediate between the B form of dsDNA
and the A form of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)1. A
longer form of RNA–DNA hybrid can be generated by
hybridization of the nascent RNA molecule with the
template DNA strand. Such RNA–DNA hybrids and
the resultant displaced single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
are collectively known as R loops (FIG. 1a), which are
likely to occur as the nascent RNA exits from the
RNA polymerase (known as the ‘thread-back’ model).
Formation and/or stabilization of R loops in vivo is
favoured by different DNA structural features, such as
negative DNA supercoiling, G‑content, the presence
of DNA nicks or the formation of G‑quartets in the
displaced ssDNA2–4.
In vivo R loops are found as natural intermediates
during the initiation of DNA replication in mitochondrial DNA, bacterial plasmids, the bacteriophages
ColE1 and T4, and in immunoglobulin (Ig) class-switch
recombination (CSR)5 (BOX 1). However, they can also
be a source of genome instability6, which is a hallmark
of cancer cells. This was first shown in cells depleted of
particular RNA biogenesis and processing factors such
as the THO complex in yeast 7 and serine/arginine-rich
splicing factor 1 (SRSF1; previously known as ASF and

SF2) in vertebrates8. During the past decade, evidence
has accumulated indicating that R loops occur more
often in the genome and have greater physiological relevance than was predicted, with previously unknown
roles in transcription9 and chromatin structure10.
Recent genome-wide approaches have permitted
the detection of R loops in many loci. In silico analysis of the human genome identified a high number
of putative R‑loop-forming sequences (250,000) in
59% of human genes11. Consistent with these predictions, DNA–RNA immunoprecipitation followed
by sequencing (DRIP–seq) identified thousands of
R‑loop peaks distributed along the human genome12,13.
Furthermore, DRIP followed by microarray (DRIP–
chip) and chromatin immunoprecipitation followed
by sequencing (ChIP–seq) revealed numerous R‑loop
hotspots along the yeast genome, including the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) region, telomeres, Ty transposons,
RNA Pol III-transcribed genes (that is, tRNA genes)
and highly expressed RNA Pol II-transcribed genes14,15
(BOX 2).
Other reviews have focused on different aspects of
the structural and functional features of R loops5,16,17.
Here, we review and update the current understanding
of the factors and mechanisms that cells use to control
R‑loop accumulation and discuss the different physiological roles and consequences of R loops and their
putative relation with disease. Our goal is to provide
an integrated view of the relevance of R loops in transcription, chromatin structure and genome dynamics.
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Figure 1 | Cellular activities limiting R‑loop accumulation. Nature
a | Removal
of R |loops
occurs by distinct but complementary mechanisms. The RNA moiety can be degraded
by RNase H enzymes. Additionally, R loops can be unwound by helicases such as Rho
in bacteria, Sen1 in yeast and senataxin (SETX) in humans, all of which have a role in
transcription termination. Other putative helicases, such as aquarius (AQR), may also
play a part. b | R‑loop formation is prevented by topoisomerase 1 (TOP1), which resolves
the local negative supercoiling behind the elongating RNA polymerase II (RNA
Pol II)-transcribed mRNA and by specific RNA-binding proteins that are involved in RNA
biogenesis (including the THO complex, serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1 (SRSF1)
and Pcf11) or in RNA surveillance (including the exoribonucleases exosome component 3
(EXOSC3) and EXOSC10 (Rrp40 and Rrp6 in yeast, respectively)) (TABLE 1). TRAMP, Trf4–
Air2–Mtr4p polyadenylation complex; UAP56, 56 kDa U2AF65‑associated protein (also
known as DDX39B; known as Sub2 in yeast).

Holliday junctions
Double-stranded, cruciform
structures formed as
intermediates of
recombinational repair in
which both recombining DNA
molecules are covalently
linked.

Recombinational repair
A double-strand break repair
that is active during the S–G2
phases of the cell cycle and
that uses information from
a homologous sequence,
normally the sister chromatid,
to copy DNA.

Okazaki fragment
A discrete fragment created by
synthesis of the DNA lagging
strand during replication.
Okazaki fragments are primed
by a short RNA in the form of
an RNA–DNA hybrid.

Negative supercoiling
Under-winding of a DNA
strand, typically occurring
behind an elongating RNA
polymerase.

Activities controlling R loops in vivo
Cells have evolved various factors and processes to limit
or prevent R‑loop formation and accumulation (FIG. 1;
TABLE 1); these are briefly summarized below.
Removal of R loops by ribonucleases and helicases.
R loops can be removed by degradation of the RNA
strand. This is achieved by RNase H enzymes, which
specifically degrade the RNA moiety of RNA–DNA
hybrids18 (FIG. 1a). There are two types of RNase H
enzymes, which differ in structure and substrate specificity. RNase H1 is monomeric, whereas RNase H2 is
monomeric in bacteria but composed of three subunits
in eukaryotes: RNH2A (the catalytic subunit), RNH2B
and RNH2C. Both types of RNase H enzyme have the
ability to remove RNA–DNA hybrids in addition to
having different specialized roles14,15,19–24.
Alternatively, R loops can be removed by RNA–DNA
helicases, which unwind RNA–DNA hybrids or limit
their formation (FIG. 1a). In Escherichia coli, the RecG
DNA helicase — which is involved in the migration of
Holliday junctions during recombinational repair — and the
Rho transcription termination factor unwind R loops
in vitro 25,26. The same is the case for the yeast DNA
helicase Pif1 — which is involved in mitochondrial
DNA maintenance, telomeric DNA synthesis, rDNA

replication and Okazaki fragment maturation27 — and the
human DEAH box protein 9 (DHX9) RNA helicase28.
The yeast protein Sen1 and its human homologue
senataxin (SETX) have also been implicated in R‑loop
homeostasis. Schizosaccharomyces pombe Sen1 was initially identified as a DNA and RNA helicase with 5′–3′
RNA–DNA unwinding activity in vitro29. More recently,
it was shown in vivo that Saccharomyces cerevisiae Sen1
helicase-inactive sen1‑1 mutants accumulated R loops
at highly expressed loci30 and that inactivation of human
SETX leads to increased occurrences of R loops at transcription termination pause sites9. Furthermore, Setx−/−
mice also accumulate R loops31. The results suggest
a role for Sen1/SETX in the dissolution of R loops, in
particular during transcription termination. The human
aquarius (AQR) protein, which is an RNA helicase of
the same family as Sen1/SETX32, may also participate
in R‑loop removal in vivo, but we currently know little
about this protein33,34.
Negative DNA supercoiling facilitates R‑loop formation.
Co‑transcriptionally generated negative supercoiling
behind the RNA polymerase may lead to a transient
local unwinding of the DNA strands, which might
facilitate the pairing of the nascent RNA with the DNA.
This has been suggested by several studies in bacteria
and eukaryotes, such as those examining the effects that
supercoiling regulation by topoisomerase (TOP) enzymes
have on R‑loop formation. First, genetic studies in E. coli
showed that overexpression of RNase H1 suppressed the
growth defect of topA mutants lacking Top1, and that
topA rnhA double mutants are inviable35. In yeast, the
loss of both Top1 and Top2 increases R‑loop accumulation at the rDNA locus (FIG. 1b), causing RNA Pol I stalling and defects in precursor ribosomal RNA (pre-rRNA)
synthesis36. Higher levels of R loops are seen in cells
additionally lacking RNase H enzymes. Indeed, apart
from mitochondrial DNA, the rDNA locus, located in
the nucleolus, is the genomic region where most R loops
accumulate in eukaryotic cells, as can be seen directly by
immunofluorescence with the S9.6 RNA–DNA-specific
hybrid antibody in yeast and human cells33,37.
R‑loop prevention by DNA TOP enzymes is not exclusive to the rDNA locus. Human TOP1‑deficient cells
show DNA breaks at active genes and replication defects
that are suppressed by RNase H1 overexpression38, suggesting that TOP1 prevents R‑loop accumulation at any
highly transcribed region. In addition, TOP3B, a subfamily 1A DNA TOP that unwinds negative supercoiled
DNA, also counteracts R‑loop formation in mammalian cells39, and Drosophila melanogaster Top3B resolves
R loops and D loops in vitro by cleaving the unpaired
strand40. In this sense, it has been shown that sumoylation
of human DNA TOP by the protein inhibitor of activated
STAT protein 1 (PIAS1)–SRSF1 E3 ligase complex in the
chromatin fraction containing active RNA Pol II inactivates TOP activity and promotes R‑loop accumulation41,
suggesting a concerted regulation of TOP activity during
transcription as a way to prevent R‑loop formation. These
results may also imply a double role for SRSF1 in R‑loop
homeostasis (see below).
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Box 1 | Immunoglobulin class-switch recombination
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RNA Pol II
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(TOP). An enzyme family
that can remove (or create)
supercoiling in duplex DNA by
making transitory breaks in
one strand (type 1 TOPs) or
both strands (type 2 TOPs)
of the DNA backbone.

D loops

A method to mutagenize
DNA with sodium bisulfite,
which acts exclusively over
single-stranded DNA and,
therefore, serves to determine
whether a particular DNA
sequence is present in vivo in a
single-stranded form (as is the
case for the strand displaced
by the RNA in the R loop) or in
a double-stranded form.

DNA damage response
(DDR). A general cellular
response consisting of DNA
damage sensing, activation
of different checkpoints, the
action of the appropriate DNA
repair pathway and the arrest
of the cell cycle.

Multicopy suppressors
Genes that are able to
suppress the phenotype
conferred by specific mutations
when they are present in
high-copy-number plasmids.

V

NHEJ
D J

Cγ

Class-switch recombination (CSR) is a process that occurs at the immunoglobulin (Ig) heavy chain locus in activated
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mammalian B cells and allows switching to different Ig isotypes without changing the antigen specificity. It consists
of a recombination event between two switch (S) regions, which are highly repetitive 1–12 kb sequences with G‑rich
non-transcribed strands (NTSs) that precede the constant (C) regions of Ig genes61 (see the figure). R loops act as key
intermediates during CSR, in which they form during transcription through S regions owing to the G‑rich nature of
their NTS3. These R loops have been detected both in vitro and in vivo117,118.
CSR requires the action of activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID), as demonstrated by AID transfection in
murine lymphoma cells and by the generation of AID-deficient mice (Aid−/−), the CSR levels of which have been analysed
both in vivo and in vitro119,120. AID acts on single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) and can deaminate dC to dU in vitro in G‑rich
substrates, an action that is enhanced by transcription and that occurs preferentially but not exclusively over the NTS121.
Recently, it has been shown that AID is targeted to S regions by binding to G‑quartets formed at intronic switch RNAs122,
providing a role for the switch non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) generated at S regions. In addition to S regions, AID is
recruited to exosome-targeted R-loop-forming ncRNAs in exosome-deficient B cells123. The efficiency of CSR in vivo
using artificial S regions depends on the abundance of G-clusters and AID target sites124. It is thought that CSR occurs by
non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) of double-strand breaks (DSBs), but the mechanism leading to these breaks is not
completely understood. One possibility is that the dU introduced by AID may be processed either by base-excision
repair or by mismatch repair machineries to lead to DSBs or to nicks that would be converted into DSBs during
replication. In addition, the formation of G‑quartet structures in the NTS could stabilize R loops formed in S regions.
RNA Pol II, RNA polymerase II.

Topoisomerase

Bisulfite mutagenesis

RNA Pol II

DSBs
NHEJ

(Displacement loops). DNA
structures consisting of a main
double-stranded DNA that has
been separated by a third DNA
strand complementary to one
of the main strands and that by
pairing with it displaces the
other main strand.

G-rich

mRNP biogenesis protects against R‑loop formation.
The nascent mRNA is key for the formation of R loops
at genes, and deficiencies in messenger ribonucleoprotein particle (mRNP) assembly can strongly stimulate
R‑loop formation. This may be due to the direct or
indirect protection of the nascent mRNA by specific
RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) that would prevent its
hybridization with the transcribed DNA strand (FIG. 1b).
R loops were detected physically in yeast mutants
of the THO complex (which is involved in mRNP
biogenesis) by purification of RNase H1‑sensitive
nucleic acids and genetically by suppression of their
hyper-recombination phenotype by RNase H1 overexpression. These results provided a first link between
R loops, mRNP biogenesis and genomic instability 7
that is conserved in Caenorhabditis elegans and human
cells42,43. Furthermore, another mRNP factor, SRSF1,
prevents R‑loop formation in vertebrate cells. Chicken
DT40 and human HeLa cells depleted of SRSF1 show
increased levels of rearrangements suppressed by
RNase H1 overexpression, as well as a mutation profile caused by bisulfite mutagenesis, which specifically
acts on the displaced ssDNA of R loops, indicating that
SRSF1‑depleted cells accumulate these structures8.

Genome-wide screening of genes controlling the DNA
(DDR) in yeast and human cells20,21,34
as well as more focused analyses of specific RNA biogenesis and processing factors have provided further
and definitive evidence that a number of nuclear factors involved in RNA metabolism contribute to prevent
R‑loop accumulation and genome instability (TABLE 1).
This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that multicopy
suppressors of some of these deficiencies include genes
encoding RBPs that are involved in mRNP assembly,
such as Tho1 and Sub2 in yeast or RBP with serine-rich
domain 1 (RNPS1) in human cells44,45. Also, the mitotic
regulators zinc finger protein 207 (ZNF207; also known
as BuGZ) and BUB3 cause splicing defects and R‑loop
accumulation in human adenocarcinoma cells46, consistent with a link between splicing defects and R‑loop
accumulation. Recently, it has been shown that the yeast
ataxin 2 RBP, PAB1‑binding protein 1 (Pbp1), interacts
with non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) generated by RNA
Pol II in the intergenic spacers of the rDNA locus, which
is located between the RNA Pol I-driven rRNA genes, to
prevent R‑loop formation47.
The mRNA surveillance system also prevents R-loop
accumulation, as shown in yeast cells depleted of the
damage response
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Trf4 (also known as Pab2) polyadenylation (poly(A))
polymerase of the TRAMP (Trf4–Air2–Mtr4p polyadenylation) complex 48, and in mouse embryonic stem
cells depleted of the exoribonucleases exosome component 3 (EXOSC3) and EXOSC10 (Rrp40 and Rrp6
in yeast, respectively) of the RNA exosome. These
cells show increased levels of R loops in regions divergently expressing exosome-substrate enhancer RNAs
(eRNAs)49 (FIG. 1b).
It is likely that each of these RNA-binding factors
acts in a specific manner to prevent R‑loop formation
because they act on different steps from transcription to
mRNA export and degradation. Interestingly, not all of
those factors have the same impact on genome integrity
and expression, which suggests that the R loops formed

in each case might be different, as discussed below.
However, the results indicate that the structure and fate
of the nascent mRNP is crucial for R‑loop prevention.

R‑loop control of RNA Pol II-driven transcription
Evidence shows that R loops can have a role in transcription activation and termination in mammals,
in most cases involving antisense RNAs or ncRNAs in
association with chromatin modifications; these findings suggest new functions for R loops, which are
discussed below.
R loops in transcription activation. R loops may have a
natural role in transcription: this can be inferred from
the identification through genome-wide mapping of

Box 2 | Genome-wide mapping of RNA–DNA hybrids
In vivo detection of R loops had been a challenge before the advent of the
S9.6 monoclonal antibody for detection of RNA–DNA hybrids125, which
constituted a considerable advance. This antibody can be used to
visualize R loops by immunofluorescence or by immunoprecipitation.
However, studies relying solely on this antibody should be complemented
with additional experimental controls, including the use of additional
detection systems or the suppression of R‑loop-dependent structures or
phenotypes by RNase H to be sure that other RNA structures are not
being detected instead126.
In the past few years, these methods have been applied to the whole
genome by combining immunoprecipitation with next-generation
sequencing or microarray (chip) hybridization. For example, DNA–RNA
immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (DRIP–seq) has been used
to map R loops in the human genome12,13. In this method, genomic DNA is
digested with a cocktail of restriction enzymes, which creates small
fragments that are then immunoprecipitated using the S9.6 antibody,
purified and sequenced. An alternative but less-efficient method, called
DNA–RNA in vitro enrichment followed by sequencing (DRIVE–seq), relies
on a catalytically deficient but binding competent human RNase H1 that
is used in affinity pull-down assays to recover R loops, which are then
sequenced13. Both methods have contributed to the mapping of R loops at
promoters and terminator regions of human genes (see the red peaks in
the figure; note that the R-loop peaks are artistic representations
throughout the figure and not based on specific data). The number of
R‑loop peaks varies between experiments depending on the method used

TSS

(from 1,200 to 20,000 peaks). To complement the experimental detection
of R loops, a Quantitative Model of R-loop Forming Sequence
(Qm‑RLFS-finder) has been recently developed to computationally predict
the potential of a given sequence to form an R loop127, with a reported
accuracy of 80–90%.
In yeast, chromatin has been crosslinked using formaldehyde and
fragmented by sonication before S9.6 immunoprecipitation. Chromatin
immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP–seq)15 or DRIP followed
by hybridization with tiling microarrays (DRIP–chip)14 permitted the
identification of R‑loop genomic hotspots at RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II)and RNA Pol III-transcribed genes, ribosomal DNA (rDNA), Ty transposable
elements and telomeres (see the blue peaks in the figure).
Finally, a non-denaturing bisulfite modification method can be applied
to the whole genome followed by DNA sequencing, as was recently done
in bacteria, to infer R loops that have accumulated at high levels in transcription-termination mutants128. This method relies on the ability of
sodium bisulfite to mutate C to T in the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA)
displaced by R loops, followed by PCR amplification and sequencing.
In addition to genome-wide applications, the methods discussed above can
be adapted for the detection of R loops at specific genomic regions, such
as the R loops that have been identified in pericentromeric regions using
DRIP in yeast THO mutants 10 (see the grey peak in the figure).
CEN, centromere; LTR, long terminal repeat; ORF, open reading frame; STR,
subtelomeric repeat element; TG1–3, telomeric repeats consisting of T and
1–3 Gs; TSS, transcription start site; TTS, transcription termination site.
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Table 1 | Representative genes that can cause increased levels of R loops if dysfunctional
Biological
process

Gene

Organism

Function

R‑loop-dependent
genome instability

Refs

Transcription
regulation
and chromatin
modification

LEO1

Saccharomyces
cerevisiae

PAF complex subunit

+

SIN3

S. cerevisiae

RPD3 histone deacetylase complex subunit +

SDS3

S. cerevisiae

Rpd3 histone deacetylase complex subunit

+

14,20

MED12

S. cerevisiae

Mediator complex subunit

+

20,129

TDRD3

H. sapiens

Scaffold protein interacting with
methylated Arg

ND

39

Tdrd3

Mus musculus

Scaffold protein interacting with
methylated Arg

ND

39

Precursor
mRNA splicing

AQR

Homo sapiens

Putative RNA–DNA helicase

+

SRSF1

Gallus gallus

Splicing factor

+

8

Mitosis
regulation
— splicing

ZNF207

H. sapiens

Zinc finger protein

+

46

BUB3

H. sapiens

Spindle assembly checkpoint

+

46

Transcription
termination
and/or
mRNA 3′‑end
processing

CLP1

S. cerevisiae

CF1A subunit

+

21

PCF11

S. cerevisiae

CF1A subunit

+

21

RNA15

S. cerevisiae

CF1A subunit

+

21

CFT2

S. cerevisiae

CPF subunit

+

21

FIP1

S. cerevisiae

CPF subunit

+

21

PBP1

S. cerevisiae

Poly(A)-binding protein

+

47

SEN1

S. cerevisiae

Putative RNA–DNA helicase

+

30
9,95

20,129
20

33,34

SETX

H. sapiens

Putative RNA–DNA helicase

+

Setx

M. musculus

Putative RNA–DNA helicase

ND

31

RTT103

S. cerevisiae

Termination factor

ND

21

RPRD1B

H. sapiens

Termination factor

+

56

Transcription
HPR1
and RNA export
MFT1

S. cerevisiae

THO complex subunit

+

7,10

S. cerevisiae

THO complex subunit

+

21,64

THP2

S. cerevisiae

THO complex subunit

+

21,85

THOC1

H. sapiens

THO complex subunit

+

43

DSS1 (also known as SHFM1) H. sapiens

TREX2 complex subunit

+

80

SRM1

S. cerevisiae

Ran guanyl-nucleotide exchange factor

+

21

KEM1 (also known as XRN1)

S. cerevisiae

5′–3′ exoribonuclease

+

20,129

RRP6

S. cerevisiae

3′–5′ exoribonuclease

+

20,129

Exosc3

M. musculus

3′–5′ exoribonuclease

ND

49,123

Exosc10

M. musculus

3′–5′ exoribonuclease

ND

49

TOP1

S. cerevisiae

DNA topoisomerase type 1

ND

36

TOP2

S. cerevisiae

DNA topoisomerase type 2

ND

36

RNA–DNA
hybrid
processing

RNH1

S. cerevisiae

Ribonuclease H type 1

+

14,15,20,21

RNH201

S. cerevisiae

Ribonuclease H type 2 subunit

+

14,15,20,21

Nucleosome
reorganization

Spt16

S. cerevisiae

FACT complex subunit

+

94

SPT16

H. sapiens

FACT complex subunit

+

94

Pob3

S. cerevisiae

FACT complex subunit

+

94

SSRP1

H. sapiens

FACT complex subunit

+

94

BRCA1

H. sapiens

Breast cancer susceptibility factor

+

80,95,108

BRCA2

H. sapiens

Breast cancer susceptibility factor

+

80

RNA
degradation

DNA topology

DNA damage
response

AQR, aquarius; CF1A, cleavage factor 1A; CLP1, cleavage and polyadenylation factor I subunit 1; CPF, cleavage and polyadenylation factor; Exosc, exosome
component; ND, not determined; RNH1, ribonuclease/angiogenin inhibitor 1; RPRD1B, regulation of nuclear pre-mRNA domain containing 1B; SETX, senataxin;
SRSF1, serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1; SSRP1, structure specific recognition protein 1; TDRD3, Tudor domain-containing 3; TOP, topoisomerase;
TREX2, transcription and export 2; ZNF207, zinc finger protein 207.
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CpG islands
CpG-rich regions that are
usually unmethylated and
localized at the 5′ end of genes,
where they function as
promoter elements.

specific regions where R loops accumulate (BOX 2). Two
genome-wide analyses have shown by DRIP–seq in
human Ntera2 cells that R loops localize at promoter
and terminator regions of numerous human genes,
in particular those enriched in CpG islands showing a

a Transcription activation at CpG island promoters

strong GC skew12,13. R loops are formed immediately
after the transcription start site13 (FIG. 2a), where they
protect from the action of DNA methyltransferase 3B1
(DNMT3B1), which silences genes; thus, R loops could
promote transcription activation. In addition, CpG

RNA
ssDNA
dsDNA

d Transcription termination in yeast cells

TSS

Poly(A) signal

H3K4me3
H3K79me2
H4K20me1

Guanines
CpG sites

DNMT3B1
RNA Pol II
Sen1

S2P

Pcf11
Rat1 Nrd1

RNA Pol II

DNMT3B1

e Transcription termination in human cells
b Transcription activation at the VIM promoter

Poly(A) signal

HP1γ
H3K9me2

NF-κB

TSS

BRCA1
VIM-AS

SETX

RNA Pol II

DICER1
G9A
AGO1/2

Low nucleosome density

c Transcription activation at the FLC locus

f Topotecan-induced unsilencing of the Ube3a locus

FLC

Ube3a
Topotecan

RNA Pol II

RNA Pol II
NDX

COOLAIR

Ube3a-ATS

Snord116
Low nucleosome density

Figure 2 | R loops as regulators of transcription. a | R loops formed in
human CpG island promoters, characterized by an overrepresentation of
Gs in the non-transcribed DNA strand (GC skew), protect against de novo
DNA methylation by DNA methyltransferase 3B1 (DNMT3B1). In addition,
CpG island promoters show epigenetic signatures such as histone H3 lysine
4 trimethylation (H3K4me3), H3K79me2 and H4K20me1, all of which are
histone marks related to transcription activation. b | R loops formed by
antisense (AS) transcripts at promoters of specific loci, such as the human
vimentin (VIM) gene, reduce nucleosome density and promote
transcriptional activation of the sense transcript through nuclear factor-κB
(NF‑κB) binding. However, specific histone modifications mediating this
activation have not been described. c | Transcription of the FLOWERING
LOCUS C (FLC) locus in Arabidopsis thaliana is negatively regulated by the
antisense transcript COOLAIR during prolonged cold periods. Stabilization
of R loops in the promoter region of COOLAIR by binding of NODULIN
HOMEOBOX (NDX) to the single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) of the R loop
represses COOLAIR transcription, thus allowing FLC expression. d | A major
mechanism of transcription termination in yeast cells involves cleavage and
polyadenylation (poly(A)) of the mRNA followed by its degradation by the

exoribonuclease ribonucleic acid-trafficking protein 1 (Rat1) and unwinding
Reviews
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of R loops potentially formed at 3ʹ-end regions byNature
the helicase
Sen1.
In short
non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) transcribed by RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II),
Sen1 is recruited through the action of Pcf11, which binds to the termination
factor Nrd1 and promotes RNA Pol II C‑terminal domain (CTD) Ser2
phosphorylation (S2P). e | In human cells, R loops form in the 3′ region of
mRNAs to promote transcription termination via senataxin (SETX) and
BRCA1. In this case, the current model indicates that antisense transcription
(red dashed arrow) leads to double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) that recruits the
RNA interference (RNAi) machinery (for example, DICER1, Argonaute 1
(AGO1) and AGO2) and the histone methyltransferase G9A, which triggers
accumulation of the repressive histone mark H3K9me2 and heterochromatin
protein 1γ (HP1γ), which reinforce termination. f | The topoisomerase
inhibitor topotecan induces unsilencing of the paternal copy of ubiquitin
protein ligase E3A (Ube3a) in neurons by promoting R‑loop formation in the
terminator region of the small nucleolar RNA, C/D box 116 cluster (Snord116)
locus. This impedes transcriptional read-through, which leads to reduced
transcription of the Ube3a‑ATS transcript, which in turn leads to Ube3a
unsilencing. dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; TSS, transcription start site.
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GC skew
Asymmetry in the distribution
of Gs and Cs between
DNA strands, with an
overrepresentation of Gs in the
non-transcribed DNA strand.

Heterochromatin
A chromosomal region with
highly compacted chromatin
that is more refractory to
the action of enzymes, has
a general repressive action
on gene transcription and
replicates late in the cell cycle.

Homeodomain
A DNA-binding domain that is
characteristic of homeobox
proteins involved in
transcription regulation. It
consists of a 60‑amino-acid
helix–turn–helix structure with
three α-helices connected by
loop regions.

RNA interference
(RNAi). A mechanism of gene
silencing that relies on short
non-coding RNAs that have the
ability to repress chromatin
with the help of additional
ancillary factors.

island promoters with high GC skew show high levels
of histone H3 lysine 4 trimethylation (H3K4me3) and
H4K20me1 and H3K79me2 deposition, which are chromatin marks that are linked to transcription initiation
and/or elongation12,13 (FIG. 2a).
Interestingly, R‑loop-dependent regulation of
mRNA transcription activation seems to be mediated
by ncRNAs, at least in some particular cases. In this
regard, it has been shown in human colon adeno
carcinoma cell lines that antisense RNA forms an
R loop at the CpG island-containing promoter of the
human vimentin (VIM) gene23. This R loop activates
sense transcription by enhancing chromatin opening,
as inferred from a decreased nucleosome occupancy
(FIG. 2b), and binding of the transcription factor nuclear
factor-κB (NF‑κB) to the promoter. This phenomenon is of interest because antisense transcription is
commonly associated with transcriptional repression. It might be possible that opening of the DNA
due to antisense transcription favours the loading of
transcription factors that activate sense transcription.
R loops are also detected in mouse embryonic stem
cells deficient in exosome components at divergently
expressed eRNAs, correlating with increased transcription of these eRNAs and decreased H3K9me2 and
heterochromatin protein 1γ (HP1γ) recruitment, both of
which are marks of heterochromatin and transcription
repression49.
This effect is opposite to that of the FLOWERING
LOCUS C (FLC) repressor of flower development in
Arabidopsis thaliana, the expression of which is negatively regulated at its 3′ end by the antisense transcript
COOLAIR. Prolonged cold periods induce COOLAIR
transcription, leading to epigenetic silencing of the
FLC locus. However, stabilization of an R loop at the
promoter region of COOLAIR by the homeodomaincontaining protein NODULIN HOMEOBOX (NDX),
which binds to the displaced ssDNA strand, represses
COOLAIR transcription, thus allowing FLC expression50 (FIG. 2c). How R loops at promoter regions activate or repress transcription is an intriguing question.
Probably the epigenetic context or the different length
of R loops formed in each case would help to recruit
particular chromatin remodelling factors. It is likely
that there are numerous unidentified ncRNAs through
which R loops contribute to transcription control by
modifying chromatin.
R loops in transcription termination. Transcription
termination of protein-coding genes occurs when RNA
Pol II reaches the poly(A) signal at the 3′ end of genes.
Recently, several studies have proposed a function for
R loops in this mechanism. As mentioned above, in
addition to promoter regions, a subset of human genes
show positive GC skew at their 3′ ends that correlates
with R‑loop accumulation and low DNA methylation12, suggesting a similar mechanism of protection
from DNMTs to that of the promoters. These genes are
localized in regions of high gene density, opening the
possibility that efficient R‑loop-dependent termination
avoids transcriptional read-through.

Functional evidence that R loops may play a part
during transcription termination has been provided for
RNA Pol II-driven genes. In eukaryotes, transcription
termination of RNA Pol II-driven genes occurs by two
different mechanisms, one of which relies on G‑rich
sequences (termination pause sites) located after the
poly(A) site and involves cleavage of the nascent mRNA
attached to the RNA Pol II by the exoribonucleases
ribonucleic acid-trafficking protein 1 (Rat1; in yeast)
and 5′–3′ exoribonuclease 2 (XRN2; in humans)51. In
yeast, Rat1 and the Sen1 helicase cooperate to promote
transcription termination by degrading the nascent
transcript associated with RNA Pol II and RNA Pol I52,
and sen1‑1 mutants accumulate R loops30. Human SETX
is also necessary for XRN2‑dependent termination
and prevents R‑loop formation at G‑rich pause sites9.
Consistent with this view, termination of ncRNAs generated by RNA Pol II and mediated by the NRD termination complex (consisting of Nrd1, Nab3 and Sen1 in
yeast) requires the Pcf11 component of cleavage factor
1A (CF1A). Pcf11 interacts with Nrd1 at the 3′ end of
genes, and its absence reduces Sen1 recruitment and
Ser2‑phosphorylation of RNA Pol II, causing an increase
in R loops and RNA Pol II pausing 53 (FIG. 2d).
According to these observations, R loops at termination sites would be required for RNA Pol II pausing,
and R‑loop removal by Sen1/SETX would help to release
the RNA molecule, thus promoting efficient transcription termination9. However, Sen1 is not able to unwind
a short RNA–DNA duplex generated using a DNA oligonucleotide complementary to the nascent transcript
in vitro 54. We probably need to establish more physiological systems to assay whether Sen1/SETX removes
R loops in a physiological supercoiled and chromatin
context to clarify the mechanism of action of Sen1
in vivo, but in principle, we cannot formally discard
other roles of Sen1/SETX. Indeed, human SETX has
also been implicated in the DDR55, and the observation
that the human termination factor regulation of nuclear
pre-mRNA domain-containing protein 1B (RPRD1B)
has distinct roles in DNA repair and transcription termination, in which it prevents R‑loop accumulation56,
adds further support for a dual role for particular transcription termination factors in R‑loop prevention and
the DDR.
Transcription termination may additionally be regulated by ncRNAs together with chromatin modifications.
In this regard, R loops formed at the G‑rich termination
pause site of the human β-actin (ACTB) gene have been
proposed to induce antisense transcription and cause
the formation of dsRNA that is able to recruit the RNA
interference (RNAi) silencing machinery. As a consequence, repressive heterochromatic sites are formed by
H3K9me2 deposition and HP1γ recruitment, which
would enhance RNA Pol II pausing before termination22 (FIG. 2e). A number of interesting questions arise
from this study, including how this heterochromatin
affects transcription termination or whether factors such
as SETX play a part in dsRNA formation after R‑loop
dissolution. An involvement of ncRNAs in R loops has
also been described for mouse ubiquitin protein ligase
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E3A (Ube3a), which encodes a brain-specific ubiquitin E3
ligase. The paternal copy of Ube3a is epigenetically
silenced in neurons by the antisense RNA Ube3a‑ATS,
which is produced by read-through of the small nucleolar
RNA, C/D box 116 cluster (Snord116) locus located downstream of Ube3a. Interestingly, the TOP1 inhibitor topotecan is able to unsilence Ube3a by reducing the production
of Ube3a‑ATS57; the mechanism involves increased R-loop
formation at the termination region of the Snord116
locus that promotes efficient transcription termination
and less Ube3a‑ATS transcription58 (FIG. 2f). In this case,
R‑loop-induced transcription termination is accompanied by nucleosome depletion, similarly to the R loop
at the VIM promoter that activates its transcription23.
In summary, mRNA transcription termination can
also be regulated by R loops, which could promote
termination by slowing down the advance of the RNA
polymerase and allowing the recruitment of termination
factors such as Sen1/SETX.

R loops in genome dynamics
Even though R loops may work as key intermediates in
natural processes, they have a strong capacity to modulate genome structure. They are a source of DNA damage
and replication stress and thus constitute an important
source of genome instability and genetic variation.

Replication stress
Any condition in which
replication progression slows
down and/or stalls, commonly
leading to genome instability.

Break-induced replication
(BIR). A mechanism of
recombinational repair
in which a one-ended
double-strand break
invades a homologous DNA
sequence that is used as
template for DNA synthesis
to complete repair.

DNA combing
A technique used to produce
stretched DNA fibres for
multiple applications, including
the study of DNA replication
by immune detection of
modified nucleotides.

Common fragile site
A specific chromosome
region that has gaps or
constrictions that are
visible under the microscope
and that tend to break on
exposure to replication stress.

Hypermutation. Despite the number of factors identified
as being able to preserve low levels of transcription- and
R‑loop-dependent genome instability (TABLE 1), their
possible effect on mutation rates has been analysed
in only a few cases. ssDNA is more mutagenic than
dsDNA because it is more accessible to the action of
DNA-damaging agents59, so an increase in R loops is
expected to lead to a hypermutation phenotype. Indeed,
a computational analysis of nucleotide substitution rates
along human genes showed higher rates of cytosine
deamination in the non-template strand at the start of
the genes, suggesting an ssDNA conformation that could
be due to R‑loop formation60.
ssDNA in R loops may also be a target for the action
of specific mutagenic agents or enzymes, such as human
activation-induced cytidine deaminase (AID), which is
involved in Ig CSR and somatic hypermutation in mammalian activated B cells61 (BOX 1). AID action has also
been reported in non‑Ig genes, known as AID off-target
genes, where AID initiates recurrent mutations or DNA
double-strand breaks (DSBs). AID off-target sites correlate with highly transcribed super-enhancers and regulatory clusters where convergent transcription occurs as a
result of antisense transcription62,63. Indeed, when AID is
heterologously expressed in R‑loop-accumulating yeast
THO mutants, it increases mutations in transcribed
genes in a pattern that is analogous to that of the Ig locus
of activated human B cells64. Therefore, R‑loop formation can induce mutagenesis in the exposed ssDNA
either spontaneously or through mutagenic agents or
enzymes such as AID.
In addition, R loops could lead to hypermutation by
promoting mutagenic DNA replication. They can be
used as primers to initiate non-canonical replication in

E. coli 65 and in the rDNA region of yeast cells lacking
Top1 and RNase H enzymes in an origin-independent
manner 37. However, little is known about the fidelity of
replication primed by R loops. In starved E. coli cells,
repair of DSBs uses error-prone DNA polymerases, leading to stress-induced mutations (SIMs)66. It has been
recently proposed that R loops underlie this mechanism,
priming replication that, when encountering a nick, generates the DSB that initiates a SIM67. Therefore, it is also
possible that origin-independent R‑loop-dependent
DNA replication, whether or not mediated by a DNA
break (see below), might be mutagenic. Indeed, breakinduced replication (BIR), which is one possible mechanism of repair of breaks putatively induced by R‑loops,
is mutagenic in yeast 68.
DNA-break-mediated genome instability. R‑loopmediated genome instability is manifested mainly as
a form of transcription-associated recombination6
that arises from DNA breaks. However, we still know
little about how R loops lead to these DNA breaks.
Understanding the steps by which R loops may evolve
into ssDNA gaps or DSBs is crucial to understand how
they compromise genome integrity.
R‑loop-mediated DNA breaks, recombination and
chromosome rearrangements and losses have been demonstrated in yeast and human cells that have increased
R‑loop occurrences owing to deficiency in different
RNA and DNA metabolism factors (TABLE 1). However,
replication stress can be caused by DNA damage and
by replication-fork stalling due to various types of obstacles and DNA-damage checkpoint failures, and is a major
source of spontaneous DNA breaks, recombination and
genome rearrangements69. Therefore, the capacity of
R loops to stall replication-fork progression may be a
major cause of DNA breaks (FIG. 3). The interference of
R loops with replication progression has been shown
from bacteria to humans. In E. coli, an rDNA operon
transcribed head‑on into the direction of replicationfork progression70 and a transcribed R‑loop-forming Ig
S region cause replication fork stalling and chromosomal
rearrangements71. In yeast, interference between replication and transcription has been shown at a GC‑rich
lacZ transgene in THO mutants72 or by genome-wide
analysis of replication in cells lacking THO, Sen1 and the
RBP Npl3 (REFS 73–75). In human cells, TOP1 depletion
causes transcription to interfere with replication in an
R‑loop-dependent manner, as detected by DNA combing38.
Finally, a link between replication-fork stalling and the
occurrence of DNA breaks has been shown in C. ele‑
gans thoc‑2 mutants, in which pre-meiotic replication is
impaired and partly recovered by RNase H microinjection42. Therefore, R loops may be a key element that is
responsible for transcription–replication collisions as a
major source of DNA-break-mediated genome instability. This is supported by the fact that the common fragile
site FRA3B, which contains the 1.5 Mb-long fragile histidine triad (FHIT) gene, is associated with transcription–
replication collisions and R‑loop accumulation 76.
However, although R loops may constitute blocks to
replication forks, additional structural features may
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RNA Pol II
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Figure 3 | A model to explain replication-mediated R‑loop-induced genome instability. R loops are an obstacle
Nature
Reviews
| Genetics
for replication progression. They trigger chromatin condensation and heterochromatin formation,
which
creates
an
important barrier to the progression of the replication fork. In this scenario, functions that protect stalled replication
forks from collapse or that are required for the progression of replication forks through an obstacle would be necessary
for replication-fork restart to guarantee genome stability. This includes BRCA2 and potentially other Fanconi anaemia
(FA) proteins, chromatin reorganization factors that are required for replication progression through transcribed
chromatin (such as the FACT complex), and probably senataxin (SETX), which would allow replication progression
through R‑loop-accumulating regions in cooperation with BRCA1. As a consequence, failures in these functions will
cause the stalled fork to be retained together with the unresolved R loop, leading indirectly to an accumulation of
R loops in cells that are deficient in these factors and, furthermore, to replication-fork breakage and genome instability
that might be mediated by nucleases such as the nucleotide excision repair endonucleases xeroderma pigmentosum
group G (XPG) and XPF. dsDNA, double-stranded DNA; RNA Pol II, RNA polymerase II; ssDNA, single-stranded DNA.

Backtracked RNA
polymerase
An intermediate state in which
an arrested RNA polymerase
moves back to allow cleavage
of the last ribonucleotide
incorporated into the
nascent RNA, thus allowing
transcription resumption.

Nucleotide excision repair
(NER). A conserved DNA repair
pathway that recognizes
adducts and repairs them
by excision of a short
oligonucleotide containing
the damage.

also contribute to such stalling. Thus, because cellular
deficiencies that cause an excess of co‑transcriptional
R loops impair transcription35,77, we cannot exclude the
possibility that an arrested RNA Pol II remains at
the site of the R loop, where it contributes to the block of
an advancing replisome.
The mechanism by which an R‑loop-induced
transcription–replication collision leads to a DNA break
is in any case unclear. In E. coli, it has been proposed
that when the replisome co‑directionally encounters a
backtracked RNA polymerase, the R loop would be used
to prime DNA synthesis of the leading strand, while
the 5′ end of the RNA moiety would form a nick, which
would be converted to a DSB in the next round of replication78. But it is also possible that breaks are induced by

specific endonucleases regardless of replication. Indeed,
the nucleotide excision repair (NER) nucleases xeroderma
pigmentosum group G (XPG; also known as ERCC5)
and XPF (also known as ERCC4) are required for
the processing into DSBs of R loops accumulated in the
absence of AQR or SETX, or in the presence of the TOP1
inhibitor camptothecin33. However, R‑loop processing by
the NER machinery could also cause ssDNA breaks that
are converted into DSBs after replication. Interestingly,
it has been recently reported that transcription-blocking
lesions cause spliceosome displacement and subsequent
formation of R loops at damaged sites79. This causes a
specific, non-canonical ataxia telangiectasia mutated
(ATM) checkpoint activation as a key event in the DDR
of non-replicating cells79.
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The recent finding that the BRCA2 and BRCA1
tumour suppressor and DNA repair genes are involved
in R‑loop homeostasis opens new perspectives into
our understanding of the way R loops can cause replication stress and DNA breaks80. Although BRCA2 is
a recombinational DSB repair factor, it is also a member of the Fanconi anaemia pathway of repair of interstrand crosslinks and is required for the protection of
stalled replication forks to prevent their collapse81. It
is possible that BRCA2 prevents R‑loop accumulation
by allowing the restart of replication forks stalled at
R loops (FIG. 3), but little is known about how DNA repair
mechanisms respond to R‑loop-mediated DNA damage. An anti‑R‑loop mechanism operating at damaged
transcribed sites has been recently proposed using two
human cell lines82. It would involve a transient recruitment of RBPs — including scaffold attachment factor
A (SAFA; also known as hnRNPU), FUS (also known
as TLS) and 68 kDa TATA-binding protein-associated
factor (TAFII68; also known as TAF15 and TAF2N) —
to damaged sites containing R loops. Then, after phosphorylation by the DNA damage-induced kinases ATM,
ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3‑related protein (ATR) and
DNA-dependent protein kinase (DNA‑PK), these RBPs
would be excluded. However, the specific role of these
RBPs and their possible connection with DNA repair
proteins that might be recruited to R‑loop-containing
sites needs to be investigated further.
R loops in telomere dynamics. Eukaryotic telomeres are
transcribed into non-coding telomeric-repeat-containing
RNAs (TERRAs). These RNAs form RNA–DNA hybrids
in wild-type yeast but accumulate further in rat1‑1
mutants83 or in strains depleted of RNase H or THO,
the latter of which is recruited to yeast telomeres84,85.
In telomerase-negative yeast cells, R loops are relevant in
telomere dynamics. Loss of telomerase leads to progressive shortening of telomeres and premature cellular senescence, whereas R‑loop accumulation in cells
additionally lacking RNase H or THO leads to telomere
lengthening and delayed senescence. The mechanism is
dependent on recombination because additional inactivation of the recombination protein Rad52 causes telomere shortening and accelerated senescence84. Thus,
R loops could provide an alternative pathway for telomere lengthening in the absence of telomerase owing
to their ability to trigger recombination events86. Indeed,
in human cancer cells with telomerase-independent
recombination-mediated alternative lengthening of
telomeres, the levels of RNA–DNA-hybrid-forming
TERRAs are increased relative to the levels in telomerase-dependent cells, and RNase H1 overexpression specifically reduces telomere recombination87. Telomeres
thus represent specific loci in which cells take advantage
of the capacity of R loops to promote recombination.
Fanconi anaemia pathway
A DNA repair pathway that
works on replication forks
stalled at interstrand crosslinks
and other lesions that block
replication.

R‑loop-driven chromatin changes
Recent reports have indicated an association between
R loops and specific chromatin modifications, which has
changed our view of the way R loops modulate genome
function and dynamics. Mounting evidence indicates that

chromatin contributes to R‑loop-mediated genome instability and that R loops are linked to heterochromatin and
chromatin condensation marks in yeast, C. elegans
and human cells. Related to this, it has been shown
that the formation of centromeric heterochromatin in
S. pombe is mediated by RNA–DNA hybrids formed by
association of ncRNAs with chromatin, a phenomenon
that requires the RNAi machinery 88. Notably, yeast and
human cells depleted of the THO complex or SETX show
an increase of H3S10P, a mark associated with condensed
chromosomes during mitosis and also with transcription
activation89–91. H3S10P is accumulated genome-wide in
yeast THO mutants, as detected by ChIP–chip, in an
R‑loop-dependent manner 10. This, together with the
fact that pericentromeric chromatin is extended in these
cells, that the H3K9me2 heterochromatin mark is also
accumulated in mitotic and meiotic germ line cells of
C. elegans thoc‑2 mutants, and that chromatin is more
condensed, as shown by DAPI-staining in these worms10,
suggests that R loops accumulated in the absence
of THO or SETX lead to a more closed chromatin.
Interestingly, it is known that replication cannot
proceed easily through condensed chromatin, which is the
latest to be replicated (FIG. 3). A number of human fragile
sites have been shown to undergo premature chromatin condensation, causing DNA breakage and fragility
under replicative stress, probably due to failure in completing replication92. Importantly, Friedreich ataxia
(FRDA) and fragile X syndrome (FXS) occur as a result
of repeat expansions in the frataxin (FXN) and fragile X
mental retardation 1 (FMR1) genes, respectively; this leads
to gene silencing through H3K9me2 deposition on the
expanded regions, which thus become fragile. Such expansions accumulate R loops, providing a new link among
heterochromatin, R loops and replication-dependent
fragility 93. The repressive H3K9me2 mark is also associated with R loops at G‑rich transcription pause sites of the
highly transcribed human β-actin gene 22. Finally,
the FACT (facilitates chromatin transcription) chromatin reorganizer complex of yeast and human HeLa and
MRC‑5 cells is required for replication of DNA regions
that are being transcribed, and FACT-depleted cells
accumulate R loops94, indicating that failures in chromatin reorganization may strongly contribute to replication
stress and chromosome instability triggered by R loops.
Despite the evidence showing a connection of R loops
with chromatin condensation or heterochromatin and
consequently with a closed chromatin state, this may
not be a general rule — in other specific cases, R loops
correlate with increased chromatin decondensation and
accessibility 13,23,58. These results are consistent with transcription being commonly associated with open chromatin, and with the observation that in vitro-generated
RNA–DNA hybrids remain nucleosome-free. It is unclear
why in some cases R loops are detected with condensed
chromatin but with open chromatin in others. One possibility is that the core of the R loop could exclude the
nucleosome while the immediate neighbouring region
undergoes chromatin compaction. Alternatively, the difference in chromatin impact may imply that there are
different types of R loops, as discussed below. Finally, we
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Table 2 | Genes related to R‑loop metabolism that can cause human diseases if dysfunctional
Gene

Disease

Cause

Refs

SETX

Ataxia-ocular apraxia type 2 (AOA2) and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis type 4 (ALS4)

Mutations in the RNA–DNA helicase SETX

FXN

Friedreich ataxia (FRDA)

Expansion of GAA repeats in FXN gene promotes R‑loop formation,
H3K9me2 and decreased FXN expression

93,98

FMR1

Fragile X syndrome (FXS) and fragile
X‑associated tremor/ataxia syndrome (FXTAS)

Expansion of CGG repeats in FMR1 gene promotes R‑loop formation,
H3K9me2 and decreased FMR1 expression

93,99,
100

C9orf72

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and
frontotemporal dementia (FTD)

Expansion of GGGGCC repeats causes R‑loop formation and accumulation
of aborted transcripts

BRCA1

Cancer

Genome instability caused by R‑loop accumulation in BRCA1‑deficient cells

80,95,
108

BRCA2

Cancer and Fanconi anaemia (FA)

Genome instability caused by R‑loop accumulation in BRCA2‑deficient cells

80

FIP1L1

Cancer

Genome instability caused by R‑loop accumulation in FIP1L1‑deficient cells
inferred by the yeast mutant fip1Δ

21

BRE1

Cancer

Genome instability caused by R‑loop accumulation in BRE1‑deficient cells

111

SRSF1

Cancer

Deregulation of cancer-associated genes due to SRSF1 overexpression

112

ORF57

Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV)

Sequestration of human TREX complex by ORF57 causes R‑loop formation
and DNA damage

113

102,103

101

C9orf72, chromosome 9 open reading frame 72; FIP1L1, factor interacting with PAPOLA and CPSF1; FMR1, fragile X mental retardation 1; FXN, frataxin; H3K9me2,
histone H3 lysine 9 dimethylation; SETX, senataxin; SRSF1, serine/arginine-rich splicing factor 1.

cannot discard the possibility that chromatin reorganization might result from the effect of R loops on different
DNA metabolic processes, including transcription elongation impairment, transcription termination, replication
stalling or R-loop-mediated DNA damage or breakage.
However, the fact that R loops detected together with
H3S10P and H3K9me2 correlate with DNA breaks and
chromosome fragility 10,93, and the fact that the BRCA1
DSB repair factor is recruited together with SETX to the
termination pause site of the human β-actin gene95 favour
a model in which R‑loop-induced closed chromatin is
responsible for replication-fork breakage and genome
instability (FIG. 3).

R loops in human disease
R loops have been associated with a number of human
neurological disorders and may be responsible for replication stress and genome instability in cancer cells (TABLE 2).
Neurodegenerative disorders. A direct relationship
between R loops and disease is becoming established
for multiple neurological disorders caused by expansion of trinucleotide repeats. Thus, transcription of
CTG repeats leads to R‑loop formation both in vitro
and in vivo, which stimulates repeat instability in
bacteria and human cells96, and R loops form during in vitro transcription of several disease-associated
trinucleotide repeats97. FRDA is the most common
inherited ataxia and is due to the expansion of an
unstable GAA repeat in the first intron of the FXN
gene. Studies in vitro and in bacteria have shown that
extensive RNA–DNA hybrids form on GAA templates,
leading to RNA polymerase arrest, which is responsible for the decreased FXN expression98. FXS and fragile X‑associated tremor/ataxia syndrome (FXTAS) are
neurodevelopmental diseases caused by the extension of

the CGG repeat in the 5′ untranslated region (5′ UTR)
of the FMR1 gene, which leads to reduced FMR1 expression. Two recent studies showed that FMR1 gene silencing is mediated by the FMR1 mRNA, which forms
R loops at expanded CGG repeats of the FMR1 gene during transcription, as determined by DRIP and bisulfite
mutagenesis in human dermal fibroblasts99 and by chromatin isolation by RNA purification (ChIRP) in FXS
cell lines100. Furthermore, adding a small molecule that
inhibits the formation of RNA hairpins at GG repeats
suppresses R‑loop formation and silencing. Interestingly,
FMR1 R loops induce a decrease in H3K4me2 levels and
an increase in H3K9me2 levels100. These data, together
with the previously discussed observations that R loops
form at expanded GAA and CGG repeats in the FXN
and FMR1 genes, respectively, and that they colocalize
with the H3K9me2 repressive mark, which is responsible
for gene silencing 93, suggest that the R loop is a strong
contributor to the diseases. In this sense, R loops are also
associated with the hexanucleotide repeat expansion
GGGGCC in the chromosome 9 open reading frame 72
(C9orf72) gene, which is associated with amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal dementia; this
repeat expansion leads to the accumulation of aborted
transcripts in the repeat region and nucleolar stress101.
The loss of function of R-loop-removing enzymatic
activities may lead to different neurodegenerative
disorders. This is the case of mutations in the human
helicase SETX, which are associated with ataxia-ocular
apraxia type 2 (AOA2)102 and with ALS type 4 (ALS4)103.
Studies in neuronal cells demonstrated that SETX promotes neuronal differentiation through modulation of
fibroblast growth factor 8 (FGF8) expression levels104,
providing an explanation for the clinical manifestation
of AOA2 — but not for ALS4. However, it is currently
not clear whether AOA2 is due to R‑loop accumulation
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itself because Setx−/− mice, as well as mice depleted of
Atm (causing ataxia telangiectasia), Tdp1 (causing spinocerebellar ataxia with axonal neuropathy 1) and Aptx
(causing AOA1), show increased levels of R loops in
germ cells but not in neuronal cells105.
Cancer. R loops lead to genome instability and replication stress, which are hallmarks of pre-tumoural and
tumoural cells106,107, so R loops are potential drivers of
cancer. Indeed, a connection between R loops and cancer
has been provided for the DSB repair factors BRCA1 and
BRCA2, which contribute to the prevention of R‑loop
accumulation. Both BRCA1−/− cells and BRCA2−/− cells
show increased R‑loop accumulation and DSBs that are
partially reduced by RNase H1 overexpression80,108. A
good example of a tumorigenic process that can be initiated by R loops is provided by Burkitt lymphoma, which
is generated by translocations between the MYC protooncogene and the Ig S regions. AID action is essential
for the generation of DSBs at both the GC‑rich S region
and the transcribed Myc region of mice109, which can
potentially form R loops. AID also induces translocations involving heterologous human S and MYC transcribed sequences in R‑loop-accumulating yeast THO
mutants110. In addition, TOP3B — which is recruited to
highly transcribed genes by Tudor-domain-containing
protein 3 (TDRD3) — reduces R‑loop accumulation in
the human MYC promoter by relaxing negative supercoiling, and Myc–Igh translocations are increased in
Tdrd3‑null mice39.
Examples of genes that are mutated in cancer cells
and that have a role in preventing R‑loop accumulation
include factor interacting with PAPOLA and CPSF1
(FIP1L1), which encodes a cleavage and poly(A) factor
and is affected by translocations between its amino‑
terminal domain and platelet-derived growth factor receptor-α (PDGFRα) in 10–20% of eosinophilic
leukaemia cases21, and the tumour suppressor BRE1 (also
known as RNF20), which is a histone H2B ubiquitin
ligase111. Additionally, the splicing factor SRSF1 is overexpressed in many types of cancer 44 and induces senescence through p53 in human and mouse fibroblasts112;
the complexity of phenotypes resulting from altered
SRSF1 expression suggests that its connection to cancer
is not just due to its role in R‑loop prevention. In any case,
it has not been tested whether the tumorigenic effects
of alterations to these factors are specifically related to
R‑loop accumulation. Finally, cells infected with the
cancer-causing Kaposi’s‑sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (KSHV) show increased DNA damage and R loops
owing to the sequestration of the human transcription
and export (TREX) complex by the ORF57 protein of
KSHV113. Even though we cannot establish a cause–effect
relationship in any of these examples, they are in consistent with the idea that R loops are a major source of DNA
damage in cancer cells.

Conclusions and perspectives
Research over the past two decades has provided evidence
that co‑transcriptional R loops form in the genome more
often than previously foreseen and may have positive

regulatory roles in cell homeostasis — but at the same
time they are a source of genome instability and a potential contributor to cancer and disease. This dual effect
raises the question of whether there are ‘good’ and ‘bad’
R loops, and a notable part of the literature so far suggests
the existence of these two different R-loop types. If this
is the case, a challenge will be to decipher what determines
the positive versus negative effects of R loops; potential
explanations could be their genomic context, the stage of
the cell cycle at which they form, their subnuclear localization, their size, a difference between newly formed or
short-lived R loops and persistent R loops, or the way
they can modulate chromatin structure. It is possible
that a minimum R‑loop size is required to make them
sufficiently stable and persistent enough to compromise
genome stability and function. R loops with a role in
transcription regulation could have shorter RNA–DNA
hybrids and form at low levels that are still sufficient to
fulfil a relevant role in transcription with a lower impact
on genome integrity. However, they could still make those
DNA regions where they form hotspots of transcriptionassociated mutation and transcription-associated recombination6. Support for the idea that any R loop has the
potential to compromise genome integrity is provided by
the observation that the DDR factor and tumour suppressor BRCA1 is recruited to transcription termination sites
together with SETX95. This suggests that those R loops
with a natural function in transcription termination can
indeed also compromise genome stability. It would be
interesting to know whether this is related to the observation that yeast Sen1 is found together with replication
forks at transcribed DNA regions75. The observations that
BRCA1 and BRCA2 help to remove R loops support the
idea that R loops are indeed formed often as a source of
genome instability and a potential contributor to cancer 80,
and that the DDR contributes to their removal.
In the past several years, the identification of new factors with a role in R‑loop prevention and processing has
increased considerably, but we have advanced little in our
knowledge of the structure of R loops. Most recent analyses have relied on a combination of R‑loop detection by
the monoclonal S9.6 antibody and on the suppression of
R loops or their derived phenotypes by RNase H. We now
need to investigate various aspects of R loops, such as
their size in vivo (a few studies have reported sizes ranging from less than 100 bp to 2 kb at different sites8,13,114–117);
how long they last (newly formed or short-lived R loops
may have a different structure from long-lasting and persistent R loops); the phase of the cell cycle in which they
accumulate; and how they alter chromatin structure. We
know little about how R loops lead to the replication-fork
stalling and DNA breaks that are responsible for genome
instability and cancer; it is also unclear whether particular types of DNA damage may enhance R‑loop formation.
We are only just starting to identify the factors that are
responsible for R-loop processing and for the repair of
the DNA damage that they induce. Our ability to provide
answers to all of these questions will certainly improve
our understanding of the physiological role of R loops as
key players in genome dynamics and function — and of
how they become pathological.
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